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Unification algorithms are central components in constraint solv-
ing procedures for security protocol analysis. For the analysis of se-
curity protocols with XOR a unification algorithm for an equational
theory including ACUN is required. While such an algorithm can eas-
ily be obtained using general combination methods such methods do
not yield practical unification algorithms. In this work, we present a
unification algorithm for an equational theory including ACUN which
performs well in practice and is well-suited as a subprocedure in con-
straint solving procedures for security protocols with XOR. Our al-
gorithm contains several optimizations which make use of the specific
properties of the equational theories at hand. The efficiency of our
implementation is demonstrated by experimental results.
1 Introduction
Many methods and tools for the fully automatic analysis of security protocols
are based on a technique called constraint solving (see, e.g., [13, 8]), which
as a central component involves a unification algorithm. The first methods
and tools for the analysis of security protocols assumed the message space
to be a free term algebra. However, this is a too idealized assumption in
case the protocols employ operators involving algebraic properties, such as
the exclusive or (XOR), an operator frequently used in security protocols.
In [5, 9] it was shown that the security, more precisely secrecy and authen-
tication, of protocols is still decidable w.r.t. a bounded number of sessions,
even NP-complete [5], when taking algebraic properties of XOR into account.
However, these results do not yield practical algorithms. A first algorithm
based on constraint solving and tailored towards efficient implementation was
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proposed by Chevalier [4]. However, a prerequisite for this algorithm to be
of practical use is a unification algorithm for a combination of the equational
theory ACUN (modeling algebraic properties of XOR) and an equational
theory Estd modeling public/private keys which works well in practice. The
goal of the present work is to provide such an algorithm.
A unification algorithm for E = Estd ∪ ACUN can easily be obtained by
the general combination method proposed by Baader and Schulz [1], since
unification algorithms for Estd and ACUN exist. However, this unification
algorithm would be highly non-deterministic and therefore not directly suit-
able for practical use. Several optimizations have been proposed. First,
Baader and Schulz [1] already suggested simple optimizations. More sophis-
ticated optimizations, called iterative and deductive method, were presented
by Kepser and Richts [11], who exploit concrete properties of the theories,
like collapse-freeness, to limit the non-determinism. Another combination
method, along with optimizations, was proposed by Boudet [3]. However,
the settings in all of these works are still quite general and their optimiza-
tions do not suffice for our purposes.
In this paper, we propose a unification algorithm for the theory E which
combines unification algorithms for Estd and ACUN but compared to the
more general combination methods mentioned above uses specific properties
of the equational theories for further optimizations. Our optimizations dras-
tically reduce the number of non-deterministic choices, in particular those
for variable identification and linear orderings. This is important for reduc-
ing both the runtime of the unification algorithm and the number of unifiers
in the complete set of unifiers. We emphasize that obtaining a “small” set
of unifiers is essential for the efficiency of the constraint solving procedure
within which the unification algorithm is used.
Outline of the Paper. In the first two sections we will give a short introduction
to unification theory. Section 2 describes the notion needed to talk about
syntactical unification. In Section 3 the concepts of syntactical unification
are extended to the more general case of equational unification. The general
combination method of Baader and Schulz is presented in Section 4. The
steps in their procedure are explained and justified by examples. In Section 5
and 6 we first present the specific problem and then the main result, i.e. the
unification algorithm for the given equational theories. We proof that the
algorithm is correct and produces complete sets of unifiers in Section 7. Since
the main goal was to implement an efficient algorithm for unification, we will
also talk about the concrete implementation and give some runtime examples
in Section 8. We conclude in Section 9.
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2 Syntactic Unification
This Section gives a short introduction to syntactic unification. For more
details about syntactic unification refer to [2].
A set of function symbols F is called a signature. With T (F, V ) we denote
the term algebra which is generated by a signature F and a set of variables
V , i.e. every variable x ∈ V is in T (F, V ) and for each n-ary functional
symbol f ∈ F , note that possibly n = 0, and terms t1, . . . , tn ∈ T (F, V ) the
term f(t1, . . . , tn) is in T (F, V ). We call the terms in T (F, V ) F -terms. We
call a nullary functional symbol a constant.
A substitution σ is a mapping from the set of variables V to the term
algebra T (F, V ). The identity substitution, v 7→ v for all v ∈ V , is denoted
by Id. We can apply a substitution σ to a term t, denoted tσ, defined
inductively on the term structure:
tσ :=
{
xσ if t = x ∈ V,
f(t1σ, . . . , tnσ) if t = f(t1, . . . , tn).
The composition of two substitutions σ and θ, denoted σθ, is defined by
t(σθ) = (tσ)θ for each term t ∈ T (F, V ).
A substitution can be represented explicitly by a set of bindings of vari-
ables, i.e.
{x1 7→ t1, . . . , xn 7→ tn}
represents the substitution which maps xi to ti for i = 1, . . . , n and which
maps y to y if y 6= xi for all i = 1, . . . , n.
Two substitutions σ and θ are called equal, denoted by σ = θ, if xσ = xθ
for every variable x ∈ V . A substitution σ is more general than another
substitution θ, denoted σ ≤ θ, if there exists a substitution ν such that σν =
θ. Note that the relation ≤ is a quasi-ordering, i.e. reflexive and transitive,
the instantiation quasi-ordering. We call a substitution σ idempotent, if
xσσ = xσ for all variables x.
Definition 1 (unification problem, unifier, unifiable). A unification










A substitution σ is a unifier of Γ if siσ = tiσ for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. If such
a σ exists Γ is called unifiable. The set of all unifiers of Γ is denoted by U(Γ).
Definition 2 (most general unifier). A substitution is a most general
unifier (mgu) of Γ if it is a unifier of Γ and it is more general than every
unifier of Γ.
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Note that for a unifiable unification problem Γ, a most general unifier
always exists (see [2]). An mgu σ of Γ is quasi “the” solution because every
other unifier θ can be obtained by applying a substitution ν to σ. In other
words: If σ is an mgu of Γ, then the set of all unifiers
U(Γ) = {σν | ν substitution} .
3 Equational Unification
Like for syntactic unification we will use the same notations as [2].
With equational unification we want to solve a unification problem with
respect to a given equational theory. For two terms s and t we are now
looking for a substitution σ such that sσ equals tσ in the equational theory.
At first we need some definitions.
Let F be a signature and V a set of variables, like in Section 2. A set of
identities E is a subset of T (F, V )×T (F, V ). We write identities in the form
s ≈ t. Now we are prepared to define an equational theory =E. It is induced
by a set of identities E; it is the least congruence relation (i.e. reflexive,
symmetric and transitive) on the term algebra T (F, V ) that is closed under
substitution and contains E. More formal, =E is the following set:
=E :=
⋂
{R | R congruence relation on T (F, V ), E ⊆ R,
for each subst. σ : s ≈ t ∈ R ⇒ sσ ≈ tσ ∈ R}
Example 3.
(i) Commutativity of a binary functional symbol f is described by the set
of identities C = {f(x, y) ≈ f(y, x)}, where x and y are variables.
(ii) The properties of the binary XOR operator (⊕) are modeled by the
ACUN (Associativity, Commutativity, existence of Unity, Nilpotence)
theory
ACUN = {x ⊕ (y ⊕ z) ≈ (x ⊕ y) ⊕ z, (A)
x ⊕ y ≈ y ⊕ x, (C)
x ⊕ 0 ≈ x, (U)
x ⊕ x ≈ 0} (N)
Definition 4 (E-unification problem, E-unifier, E-unifiable). For a
given signature F and a set of identities E an E-unification problem over F
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between F -terms. A substitution σ such that siσ
?
=E tiσ, i = 1, . . . , n, is
called an E-unifier of Γ. UE(Γ) is the set of all E-unifiers of Γ. A unification
problem Γ is called E-unifiable iff UE(Γ) 6= ∅.
In the syntactic case the instantiation quasi-ordering on unifiers helped
to determine how a solution of a unification problem can be represented,
namely by an mgu. The relation can be adapted to the equational case.
Definition 5 (instantiation quasi-ordering modulo E). Let E be an
equational theory. The substitution σ is more general modulo E than the
substitution θ, σ ≤E θ, iff a substitution ν exists such that xσν =E xθ for
every variable x.
The major difference between syntactic and equational unification is that
we do not necessarily have a most general E-unifier in the equational case.
For example, if we look at the theory C, see Example 3, which describes
commutativity of f , the problem {f(x, y)
?
=C f(a, b)}, where x and y are
variables and a and b are constants, has two C-unifiers: σ = {x 7→ a, y 7→ b}
and θ = {x 7→ b, y 7→ a}. Because σ and θ are not comparable according to
≤C a most general C-unifier for this problem does not exist. Instead, by a
most general unifier, the set of E-unifiers can be represented by a complete
set of unifiers, which we will now define.
Definition 6 ((minimal) complete set of E-unifiers). A complete set of
E-unifiers of an E-unification problem Γ is a set C of idempotent E-unifiers
of Γ such that for each θ ∈ UE(Γ) there exists σ ∈ C with σ ≤E θ.
Additionally we call a complete set C of E-unifiers minimal if two distinct
elements are incomparable w.r.t. ≤E, i.e if σ ≤E θ, σ, θ ∈ C then σ = θ.
Note that a minimal complete set of E-unifiers need not always exist and
if one does it is not necessarily finite. An E-unification problem Γ over a
signature F has type unitary, finitary or infinitary if the minimal complete
set of E-unifiers has size one, is finite or is infinite, respectively. It is of type
zero if a minimal complete set of E-unifiers does not exist. A theory E w.r.t.
the signature F has unification type unitary if all E-unification problems
over F have type unitary. It is finitary if all E-unification problems over F
have type unitary or finitary. It is infinitary if no E-unification problem over
F has type zero. Otherwise E has type zero.
The ACUN-theory of Example 3 has type unitary over the signature
{0,⊕}, but it has type finitary over the signature {0,⊕, f, a, b} where a and
b are constants and f is an n-ary functional symbol and n is at least 1 (see
[10]). It can be seen that the ACUN-theory is at least finitary by looking
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at problem Γ = {f(x) ⊕ f(y)
?
=ACUN f(a) ⊕ f(b)}. The set of all unifiers is
UACUN(Γ) = {{x 7→ a, y 7→ b}, {x 7→ b, y 7→ a}}. Since these substitutions
are not comparable w.r.t. ≤ the set UACUN(Γ) is the minimal complete set
of unifiers.
From the ACUN-theory one sees that it is important to be aware of the
signature F which is used, not only the equational theory. An E-unification
problem Γ is
• elementary if the signature F contains exactly the symbols in E,
• an E-unification problem with constants if all functional symbols f ∈ F
of arity larger than 0 occur in E, i.e. F contains the symbols in E and
at most additional constants.
• general otherwise, i.e. F may contain arbitrary symbols.
We can extend these notions to the type of an equational theory in the
obvious way.
As shown in [10], the ACUN-theory is unitary w.r.t. elementary uni-
fication and unification with constants. But it is finitary w.r.t. general
unification.
An E-unification algorithm is an algorithm which takes an E-unification
problem Γ and computes a finite complete set of E-unifiers. Of course, such
an algorithm can only exist if the theory is unitary or finitary.
The following lemma about idempotent unifiers is needed in the proof of
correctness of our algorithm in Section 7.
Lemma 7. Suppose E is an arbitrary equational theory, Γ an E-unification
problem and σ ∈ UE(Γ) idempotent. Then for each θ ∈ UE(Γ), σ ≤E θ iff
xσθ =E xθ for all variables x.
Proof. The direction ⇐ is clear. Conversely, we have σ ≤E θ, so, we find a
substitution λ such that xσλ =E xθ for each variables x. For every variable
x we have
xθ =E xσλ = xσσλ =E xσθ.
4 Combination of Unification Algorithms
For two equational theories E and E ′ where it is easy to find an E/E ′-
unification algorithm, it might be hard to find one for the union of the equa-
tional theories E∪E ′. This holds even if the theories are disjoint, i.e. do not
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share functional symbols. The same problem occurs if we allow additional
free functional symbols that are not in E or the considered signature. An
E-unification algorithm cannot directly be used for this more general setting.
Baader and Schulz [1] describe a combination method, or decomposition
algorithm, to solve the problems discussed above. But instead of looking at
E-unification problems with constants, we have to consider a generalization
for this. An E-unification problem Γ with linear constant restrictions is a
E-unification problem with constants and additionally a linear ordering < on
the set of variables and constants V ∪C. Now, a solution of Γ is an E-unifier
σ, which fulfills the following additional restriction: For each variable x and
constant c ∈ F with x < c the constant c may not occur in the term xσ.
The combination method works for disjoint equational theories E1, . . . , En
where unification algorithms Ai, which solve Ei-unification problems with
linear constant restriction, exist, i.e. Ai produces finite complete sets of
Ei-unifiers which fulfill the restrictions of a linear ordering. It combines
A1, . . . , An to a (elementary) unification algorithm A for the combined theory
E = E1 ∪ · · · ∪ En.
4.1 Motivation and Example
We want to motivate the algorithm by an example. But first we need some
additional notation about terms.
Definition 8 (E-term, pure, alien subterm). Let E be a theory.
(i) A term is called an E-term if it is a variable or it is of the form
f(t1, . . . , tn) with f ∈ E.
(ii) An E-term is called pure if it only contains symbols of E and variables.
(iii) A subterm t of an E-term s is an alien subterm if it is not an E-term
and all proper superterms of t in s are E-terms.
Let Efree = {f(x) ≈ f(x)} be a free theory and ACUN the theory men-
tioned in Example 3. Let Afree and AACUN be the unification algorithms for
Efree and ACUN, respectively, which we want to combine to solve the com-
bined theory E = Efree ∪ ACUN. Let Γ = {s1
?
=E t1, . . . , sn
?
=E tn} be the
given (elementary) E-unification problem, i.e. the terms si and ti are build
over symbols in E and variables.
Now, we will describe the problems that occur if we try to solve E-
unification problems. The solutions to these problems will directly lead to
the combination method of [1].
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Problem 1 (non-pure terms): Since symbols of ACUN and Efree might
be mixed in terms si and ti it is not possible to apply the algorithms
Afree or AACUN directly to any of these terms, since the algorithm Afree
is not able to handle symbols of ACUN and AACUN is not able to handle
symbols of Efree, vice versa.
Solution: We have to transform the given problem Γ into a problem
Γ1 with purified terms which is equivalent to Γ, i.e. Γ1 has the same
set of unifiers, UE(Γ) = UE(Γ1). To transform Γ into Γ1 we need to
apply the following procedure until it cannot be applied anymore:
If s
?
=E t is an equation in Γ and the term s contains an alien subterm
s1, then replace s1 in s by a new variable x and obtain the term s
′.
Replace the equation s
?
=E t by s




If this is done all terms will be pure and Γ1 is equivalent to Γ.
Example: The given E-unification problem is
Γ = {x
?
=E f(x ⊕ y)}
where x and y are variables. The Efree-term f(x⊕ y) contains the alien






=E x ⊕ y}.
Problem 2 (non-pure equations): Although all terms in Γ1 are pure, it
might contain non-pure equations, i.e. equations s
?
=E t where s is an
ACUN-term and t an Efree-term.
Solution: To purify these equations it is sufficient to replace s
?
=E t
by the two equations x
?
=E s and x
?
=E t where x is a new variable.
By splitting non-pure equations we obtain Γ2, which is still equivalent
to Γ since it is equivalent to Γ1. Γ2 contains only pure terms and
equations.
Example: Problem 2 does not appear in Γ1 since all equations are
already pure. So,




=E x ⊕ y}.
Problem 3 (incompatible variable instantiations): If we would simply
apply the unification algorithms Afree and AACUN to the Efree and
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ACUN-equations we could run into problems of incompatible variable
instantiations. A unifier for the ACUN problem might instantiate the
same variable like a unifier of the free problem. These unifiers are not,
or not easily, combinable.




=E x ⊕ y}. A most
general unifier of x
?
=E f(z) is {x 7→ f(z)} and one of z
?
=E x ⊕ y is
x 7→ y⊕z. Variable x gets a value in the ACUN-theory and in the free-
theory. Combining them would need E-unification of f(z) and y ⊕ z
which is as difficult as the problem we originally started with.
Solution: A solution for this problem is to guess properties of an E-
unifier of Γ2. Of course, such a unifier need not exist, but if it does,
each variable will remain free or will be assigned to another variable,
an ACUN-term or an Efree-term.
A theory index, ACUN or free, is assigned to each variable, which
will ensure that a variable with the label ACUN (an ACUN-variable)
will stay free in the unifiers produced by Afree and vice versa. The
unification algorithms AACUN and Afree are able to deal with arbitrary
constants, so, it is easy to ensure that ACUN-variables stay free in Afree
by treating them as constants.
Because we do not know which variable has to get which label, we have
to try all possibilities. Choosing theory indices can also be seen as a
partition of size two on the set of variables. So, we obtain a set of
problems
{(Γ2, p1), . . . , (Γ2, pn)}
where p1, . . . , pn are all possible partitions of size two on the set of
variables.
Problem 4 (cyclic dependencies): Choosing theory indices for each vari-
able does not prevent cyclic dependencies. If the unifier σ for one theory
assigns the term s to the variable x, i.e. x 7→ s ∈ σ, and the unifier θ
for the other theory assigns the term t to the variable y, then it is still
not possible to combine these two unifiers if t contains x and s contains
y.
Example: Consider problem




=E x ⊕ y}, {{x}, {y, z}}).
So, x has the index free and y and z have the index ACUN. We could
get the unifiers {x 7→ f(z)} and z 7→ x ⊕ y. These unifiers are not
combinable due to cyclic dependencies between x and z.
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Solution: We introduce a linear ordering < on the set of variables. The
meaning of x < y is that y must not be a subterm of the instantiation
of x. This is, like in the solution of problem 3, a guessing of properties
of a unifier for the given problem. We have to consider all possible
linear orderings <1, . . . , <m on the set of variables.
The set of problems is now




(Γ2, p1, <m) · · · (Γ2, pn, <m)
Problem 5 (unsolvability of equations): Choosing theory indices leads
to another problem. Some equations might become unsolvable since
two variables have to be treated as constants. But sometimes these
equations would be solvable if two variables would be identified.







=E x ⊕ y},
where x, y, z and u are variables.
The variables x and y have to get the index free. Otherwise, unification
in the free-theory would fail immediately. Then, x and y are treated
as different constants in the equation 0
?
=E x ⊕ y, so, unification fails
in the ACUN-theory. But Γ′ has a unifier, namely
{x 7→ f(u), y 7→ f(u), z 7→ u}.
We would have found this by identifying x and y in the beginning.
Solution: To overcome the problem of unsolvability of equations it
again helps to guess a property of the E-unifier. We guess the variable
identification, i.e. an arbitrary partition on the set of variables. Vari-
ables in the same class are treated identically and can be replaced by
a representative.
Now, we have justified all the steps of the general combination algorithm
that computes a complete set of E-unifiers and is introduced in the next
section.
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4.2 The General Combination Method
The algorithm introduced by Baader and Schulz [1] takes an elementary
(E1 ∪ E2)-unification problem Γ. Then the following steps are executed.
Step 1: variable abstraction. Purify non-pure terms like in the solution
to Problem 1. Obtain Γ1.
Step 2: split non-pure equations. Split non-pure equations like in the
solution to Problem 2. Obtain Γ2
Step 3: variable identification. For each partition on the variables proceed
with the following steps. Obtain Γ3 by identifying variables in the
same equivalence class, i.e. replacing them by a representative.
Step 4: choose theory indices. For each partition p of size two on the set
of variables proceed with the following steps.
Step 5: choose linear ordering. For each linear ordering < on the set of
variables proceed with the following steps.
Step 6: split system. The given system is (Γ3, p, <). Γ3 is now split into
two systems Γ4,1 and Γ4,2. Where Γ4,1 contains the equations with
E1-terms and Γ4,2 the others.
Step 7: solve systems. The partition p is of the form {V1, V2}. Every
variable in Γ4,1 that is not in V1 is replaced by a new constant. We
obtain Γ5,1 and Γ5,2 alike.
The unification algorithms A1 and A2 are applied to (Γ5,1, <) and
(Γ5,2, <), respectively. The results are two complete sets of unifiers
C1 and C2 where each unifier respects the ordering <.
Step 8: combine unifiers. If C1 or C2 are empty this choice of identification,
theory indices and linear ordering has failed. But if both are not
empty we can combine the unifiers of C1 with the ones of C2 to obtain
a unifier of Γ. Therefore, the constants introduced in Step 7 have to
be replaced again by the original variables. Each two unifiers θ ∈ C1
and ν ∈ C2 can be combined to a substitution σ due to the ordering
< (see below). Adding the identification constraints of Step 3 to σ
provides an (E1 ∪ E2)-unifier of Γ.
In Step 8 two unifiers are combined. The next definition clarifies how this
can be done.
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Definition 9 (combination of unifiers). [1] Let < be a linear ordering
on the set of variables V , V1 and V2 a partition of V and σi a unifier of
(Γi, <, V \ Vi) (i = 1, 2). Then the combined unifier σ of σ1 and σ2, denoted
by σ1 ¯ σ2, is defined by induction on <.
Let x be the least variable. If i is the index of x, i.e. x ∈ Vi, define
xσ := xσi.
Now, consider variable x with index i ∈ {1, 2}, i.e. x ∈ Vi, and assume
that yσ is already defined for all variables y with y < x. Due to the linear
ordering < and σi satisfies the linear constant restriction, y < x for each
y ∈ V ar(xσi). So, we can define xσ := xσiσ.
Theorem 10. [1] The combined (E1∪E2)-unifiers, produced by the combina-
tion method above, form a complete set of (E1∪E2)-unifiers of the unification
problem Γ.
4.3 Drawbacks of the General Approach
The major disadvantage of the general combination method is that it is highly
non-deterministic. The parts of choosing a variable identification (Step 3),
theory indices (Step 4) and a linear ordering (Step 5) are processed in advance
and this will lead to a huge number of systems that have to be handled in
Step 7. Also for very simple unification problems the number of systems may
grow tremendously.
Another problem is that the systems often only differ slightly. Therefore,
solving one system will very often produce a less general unifier than solving
another system. This will lead to a complete set of unifiers which is far from
minimal.
The problems described above explain why the general combination meth-
od in this form cannot be used practically without optimizations. Among
others Baader and Schulz [1] themselves and Kepser and Richts [11] describe
optimizations of the combination algorithm to make it suitable for practical
use. The main idea of the optimizations of Kepser and Richts is to first make
all non-deterministic decisions for one component in order to detect failures
as soon as possible (iterative method) and to use constraints obtained by solv-
ing one component for reducing the number of remaining non-deterministic
choices (deductive method).
Their approaches can be used for our specific equational theories, but
further optimizations, which are tuned to the concrete problem at hand (see
Section 5), will lead to a more efficient algorithm, which we will present in
Section 6.
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5 Our Specific Problem
In order to analyze security protocols employing the XOR operator with a
constraint-solving decision procedure, as proposed by Y. Chevalier in [4], we
need a unification algorithm that produces complete sets of unifiers for the
following equational theory:
E = Estd ∪ ACUN
where
Estd = {{x}y ≈ {x}y, (symm. encryption)
{x}py ≈ {x}
p
y, (public key encryption)
x ≈ (x−1)−1, (inverse, used for public keys)
〈x, y〉 ≈ 〈x, y〉} (pairing)
contains the free binary functional symbols {·}· and 〈·, ·〉 and the unfree unary
functional symbol ·−1 (modeling a mapping between public and private keys)
and possibly other free symbols of arbitrary arity, especially constants.
The other part is the ACUN-theory, which is already known from Exam-
ple 3.
ACUN = {x ⊕ (y ⊕ z) ≈ (x ⊕ y) ⊕ z, (A)
x ⊕ y ≈ y ⊕ x, (C)
x ⊕ 0 ≈ x, (U)
x ⊕ x ≈ 0} (N)
Both theories are unitary, i.e. for unifiable problems a most general unifier
always exists, and it is easy to provide unification algorithms that compute
an mgu for a given problem. For the ACUN-theory this is shown in [10].
Although the theories themselves are unitary their union E is not. In [10] it
is even shown that general ACUN-unification is NP-complete. Theorem 10
implies that E is finitary.
The theory Estd is very close to a free theory. This allows many opti-
mizations as we will see in the next section. One of the advantages of using
a combination algorithm is that slight changes in one theory only effect the
unification algorithm used for this theory and not the one for the other and
the combination algorithm. One could possibly think of a theory Estd where
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pairing is associative, call it E ′std.





〈x, 〈y, z〉〉 ≈ 〈〈x, y〉, z〉}
Because E ′std is no longer unitary but finitary, it is sensible for future exten-
sions to make the more general assumption that the unification algorithm for
Estd produces a complete set of unifiers instead of an mgu.
6 The Algorithm
At first, we summarize the main optimizations of our algorithm compared
to the algorithm by Baader and Schulz. Our optimizations employ specific
properties of the equational theories under consideration and they reduce
both the runtime and the size of complete unification sets. In Section 6.3,
we give the algorithm in detail.
6.1 Overview of the Optimizations
The main optimizations can be split into four parts.
Simplified iterative and deductive method. Similar to Kepser and
Richts, we employ the idea of the iterative and deductive method but apply it
only once to Estd. That is, we first solve the Estd-unification problem without
any constraints. If this fails, the original problem is unsolvable. Otherwise,
we obtain an mgu σstd used in subsequent steps to reduce the number of non-
deterministic choices. Since typically the ACUN-unification problem will not
yield further constraints, we postpone solving this unification problem to a
later point.
Hierarchy of variable identifications. A major new optimization in
our algorithm is that we do not have to iterate over all possible variable
identifications. If unification for both Γstd and ΓACUN succeeds for some
variable identifications p and p′ where p is more general than p′, then the
combined unifier for p is more general than the one for p′. This allows us
to traverse the tree of variable identifications in a breadth-first manner and
skip all less general variable identifications once we succeed in solving the
problem for a more general one.
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Reduce number of choices of indices. Most theory indices can be de-
termined from σstd. If a variable is instantiated by a term with a collapse-free
top-symbol, then this variable has to be a constant in ΓACUN. On the other
hand, if x is not instantiated by σstd and if there exists no variable y with
yσstd = x
−1, then it does not matter whether x is treated as a constant in
Γstd or not. In fact, a non-deterministic choice of theory indices must only be
made for variables x and y such that xσstd = y
−1 and yσstd = y. Of course,
not both can be constants in Γstd, so it suffice to choose one of them.
Reduce number of choices of linear orderings. Instead of choosing an
arbitrary linear ordering on V (see Section 4.2), we first deduce (determin-
istically) a partial ordering <po from σstd such that x <po y iff y occurs in
xσstd. Now, the important observation is that once we have found a solution
of the ACUN-unification problem w.r.t. a linear ordering < which extends
<po, we do not need to try other linear orderings.
6.2 Preliminaries
Before we can state the optimized algorithm in detail, we need some more
definitions. We introduce a partial ordering on the variable identifications.
Definition 11 (partial ordering on variable identifications). The vari-
able identification p1, which is a partition on the set of shared variables, is
called more general, denoted p1 ≤ p2, than the variable identification p2, iff
p2 can be obtained from p1 by merging equivalence classes of p1. Notice that
this relation is reflexive.
Example 12. (i) For every partition p on {x1, . . . , xn} it holds
{{x1}, {x2}, . . . , {xn}} ≤ p ≤ {{x1, x2, . . . , xn}}.
(ii) The partition {{x}, {y, z}, {u}} is more general than {{x}, {y, z, u}}
while it is not comparable to {{x}, {y}, {z, u}}.
(iii) The whole relationship graph for three and four variables is given in
Figure 1 and 2, respectively. The empty set ∅ refers to the most general
partition and x = y means the partition {{x, y}, {z}} in the three
variable case and {{x, y}, {z}, {u}} in the four variable case.
Recall: An (elementary) ACUN-unification problem ΓACUN is a set of
equations with terms which only contain variables and the symbol ⊕ or 0.
Let ΓACUN be an ACUN-unification problem, C a set of variables and <
a linear ordering. Then we define:




x = y = z∅








x = y = u
x = z = u
y = z = u
x = y, z = u
x = z, y = u
x = u, y = z
x = y = z
x = y = z = u
Figure 2: Variable identification graph with four variables
(a) (ΓACUN, C) is an ACUN-unification problem with constants, where the
variables in C have to be treated as constants.
(b) (ΓACUN, <, C) is an ACUN-unification problem with linear constant re-
striction. The set of unifiers of (ΓACUN, <, C) is
U(ΓACUN, <, C) = {σ ∈ U(ΓACUN) | xσ = x for all x ∈ C and
if x < y then y is not a subterm of xσ}
6.3 Detailed Description
We will describe the algorithm as a whole, in this section.
Algorithm (unif combi).
Input: • an E-unification problem Γ = {s1
?
=E t1, . . . , sn
?
=E, tn},
• an Estd-unification algorithm Astd which computes complete
sets of unifiers and
• an ACUN-unification algorithm AACUN which computes an
ACUN-unifier σ for a given problem ΓACUN, a partial linear
ordering <po and a set of variables const with the following
property: there exists a linear ordering < which extends <po
and σ is a most general ACUN-unifier of (ΓACUN, <, const).
(We give such an algorithm in Appendix A)
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Output: A complete set of E-unifiers C for Γ. So, C is empty iff Γ is not
E-unifiable.
Step 1: purification and splitting. First the problem Γ is purified. Ad-
ditionally it is directly split into Estd-equations Γstd and ACUN-
equations ΓACUN.
Step 2: solve Γstd with Astd. Applying Astd on Γstd will produce a complete
set of Estd-unifiers Cstd for Γstd.
If Cstd is empty then return the empty set, because the unification
problem Γ is not solvable.
Else, proceed with each σstd ∈ Cstd.
Step 3: choose variable identification. The algorithm starts with the
most general partition on the variable set p and traverses the graph
of variable identifications in a breath first manner. If all possible
partitions are processed, return C.
Step 4: add identification constraints (std). Pick a representative x of
each equivalence class in p and for each variable y in the class of x
call Astd with σstd ∪ {x
?
=E y} (since σstd is already in solved form,
this can be done very efficient). While x 7→ t ∈ σstd is interpreted as
the equation x
?
=E t. The result of Astd is C
′
std.
If C ′std is empty, go to Step 3 and try the next variable identification.
Unification in the standard theory will fail for each variable identifi-
cation p′ which is less general than p, so mark p′ such that it is not
tested.
Else, proceed with each σ′std ∈ C
′
std.
Step 5: pre variable identification. For each two shared variables x and
y with xσ′std =Estd yσ
′
std merge their equivalence classes in p.
Step 6: add identification constraints (ACUN). Pick a representative x
of each equivalence class in p and for each variable y in the class of
x add the equation 0
?
=E x ⊕ y to ΓACUN.
Step 7: Call process std unifier with σ ′std, ΓACUN and AACUN.
If it returns “No Solution” go to Step 3 and try the next variable
identification.
Else, let σ be the returned E-unifier and add σ to C, the set of E-
unifiers for Γ. Mark the variable identifications which are less general
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than p, such that these are not tested any more, if process std uni-
fier did not return “No Solution” for any σ′std ∈ C
′
std. They would
only produce less general unifiers. This is proved in Section 7.
The following algorithm is used in Step 7 of algorithm unif combi. The
variable identification choice is already made and process std unifier will
basically perform the choice of theory indices and linear ordering and will
combine the unifiers.
Algorithm (process std unifier).
Input: • a substitution σstd,
• an ACUN-unification problem ΓACUN and
• an ACUN-unification algorithm AACUN with the same require-
ments as in algorithm unif combi.
Output: An E-unifier for σstd ∪ΓACUN, while each x 7→ t ∈ σstd is interpreted
as a unification problem x
?
=E t, or “No Solution” if σstd ∪ ΓACUN is
not E-unifiable without identifying variables.
Step 1: first (det.) choice of theory indices. In this deterministic step
the algorithm tries to identify variables which are limited to Estd or
ACUN, i.e. where we in fact do not have a choice.
The set of variables V shared between σstd and ΓACUN is split into
three parts Vstd, VACUN and Vuncertain. A variable x ∈ V belongs to
Vstd if a term t exists such that t has a collapse-free top symbol (i.e.
{·}·, {·}
p
· , 〈·, ·〉 or it is a constant) and xσstd =Estd t or xσstd =Estd t
−1
The variable x belongs to Vuncertain if a variable y ∈ V exists such
that xσstd =Estd y
−1 or yσstd =Estd x
−1.
The set of ACUN variables is the rest: VACUN = V \(Vstd∪Vuncertain).
If the standard theory would only contain collapse-free symbols, i.e.
not ·−1, we would not have any uncertain variables, but could decide
the index of each variable.
Step 2: second (non-det.) choice of theory indices. If Vuncertain is empty
we have no choices. Otherwise, we choose a theory index for each
variable in x ∈ Vuncertain by adding x to Vstd or VACUN. So, afterward
V = V ′std ∪ V
′
ACUN.
If we look closely at the uncertain variables, we see that these always
occur in pairs and that at least one has to be in V ′std. An uncertain
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variable x is instantiated by y−1 and its partner is y, or vice versa. If
both would belong to V ′ACUN, unification in the standard case would
no longer be possible. Furthermore, only one variable needs to be
in V ′std since one of them can easily be treated as a constant. So, it
makes sense to collect uncertain variables in pairs. When choosing
indices we only have two choices per pair (x, y), namely x is standard
and y is ACUN or the other way round.
From σstd one can obtain σ
′





i.e. for each variable x ∈ V ′ACUN it holds xσ
′
std = x.
Step 3: deduce partial linear ordering. From the substitution σ ′std we
can easily deduce a partial linear ordering <po over the set of shared
variables V with the following property: It holds x <po y iff x is a
subterm of yσ′std.
Step 4: solve ACUN problem. Try to compute an ACUN-unifier σACUN
for ΓACUN by applying the algorithm AACUN to (ΓACUN, <po, V
′
std). If
this fails because ΓACUN is not unifiable according to the restrictions
of <po and V
′
std then we skip this system and proceed with the next
choice of indices (Step 2), if there is any. If there are no more choices
left, i.e. if solving the ACUN problem failed for every choice, then
return “No Solution”.
Step 5: combine unifiers. Combining σACUN and σ
′
std produces an E-unifier
σ for Γ (see Definition 9). Return σ.
We do not have to go back to Step 2 and test the other possible
choices of theory indices since this would only produce equivalent
unifiers w.r.t. ≤E (see Section 7 for a proof).
7 Soundness and Completeness
In order to prove soundness and completeness, we need some more definitions
and lemmas which talk about ACUN-unifiers and about the combination of
ACUN- and Estd-unifiers. Especially, when such unifiers are more general
than others and how this relation might be extended to the combination of
unifiers.
Interesting results are Lemma 16 and Lemma 18. The first proves that
a most general ACUN-unifier of a problem with linear constant restrictions
is already a most general ACUN-unifier of the same problem without any
restrictions. The latter shows that if σstd and σACUN is more general than
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σ′std and σ
′
ACUN, respectively, then also the combination of σstd and σACUN is
more general than the one of σ′std and σ
′
ACUN.
At first, we give a definition of a matrix representation of an ACUN-
unification problem.
Definition 13. (a) Suppose M ∈ {0, 1}n×m. Define Mi to be the i-th row
of M .
(b) Suppose A ∈ {0, 1}m and x = (x1, . . . , xm)




(c) Suppose A ∈ {0, 1}n×m, B ∈ {0, 1}n×k, x = (x1, . . . , xm)
T a vector of
variables and y = (y1, . . . , yk)











Every ACUN-unification problem with constants (ΓACUN, C) induces two
0-1-matrices A and B and vectors of variables x and y such that (Ax
?
=ACUN
By,C) is equivalent (i.e. has the same set of unifiers) as (ΓACUN, C) and x
contains no variable of C and y contains only variables of C.
Lemma 14. Every ACUN-unification problem with linear constant restric-
tion is unitary.
In order to proof this theorem we present an algorithm which generates
a most general unifier and prove its correctness. Our algorithm is similar to
the one in [10], which computes an mgu for ACUN-unification problems with
constants.
Algorithm (unify ACUN).
Input: an ACUN-unification problem ΓACUN, a linear ordering < and a set
of variables C
Output: a most general unifier of (ΓACUN, <, C), if it is unifiable. “No Solu-
tion” otherwise.
Step 1: Compute a matrix representation A,B, x, y of ΓACUN, such that
xi+1 < xi, yi+1 < yi, xi /∈ C and yi ∈ C (for all i). Let n be
the number of rows in A and B.
Step 2: Apply Gaussian elimination on (A|B) in the field GF(2), i.e. modulo
2. This produces two matrices A′ and B′ such that A′ is a triangular
matrix and U(Ax
?
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Step 3: For each variable x set xσ := x.
Step 4: 1for i = n downto 1 do begin
2i f (V ar(A′ix) = ∅ and V ar(B
′
iy) 6= ∅) then
3re turn “No Solution”
4else i f (V ar(A′ix) 6= ∅) then begin
5u := max< V ar(A
′
ix)
6i f (V ar(B′iy) 6= ∅ and u < max< V ar(B
′
iy)) then
7re turn “No Solution”
8else







Step 5: Return σ.
The following lemma states that the algorithm unify ACUN is sound and
complete.
Lemma 15. (a) The algorithm unify ACUN returns a unifier of ΓACUN if
(ΓACUN, <, C) is unifiable and “No Solution” otherwise.
(b) If the algorithm unify ACUN returns a unifier σ. Then σ is more general
than every unifier of (ΓACUN, <, C).
Proof. (a) Assume that (ΓACUN, <, C) is unifiable and let θ be an ACUN-






′y, too. So, for each i = 1, . . . , n it holds (A′ix)θ =ACUN
(B′iy)θ = B
′
iy. Therefore, V ar(A
′
ix) 6= ∅ or V ar(B
′
iy) = ∅ (i = 1, . . . , n),
which implies that line 3 is never reached.
Suppose V ar(A′ix) 6= ∅, V ar(B
′





iy) =: a (i.e. line 7 will be reached). Then v ≤ u < a
for each v ∈ V ar(A′ix). Since a occurs in B
′
iy, it also has to occur in
(A′ix)θ. So, there exists v ∈ V ar(A
′
ix) such that a occurs in vθ. This is
a contradiction to v < a and θ respects <.
We have shown that if (ΓACUN, <, C) is unifiable, unify ACUN will not
return “No Solution”.
Let σ be the output of unify ACUN(ΓACUN, <, C), if it is not “No Solu-
tion”. We will show that it is a unifier of (ΓACUN, <, C).
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There exist variables u0, . . . , ul such that A
′
ix =ACUN u0 ⊕ . . . ⊕ ul and
u0 = max< V ar(A
′










⊕ u1σ ⊕ ulσ =ACUN B
′
iy.
The first equation holds by definition of σ in the algorithm and because
A′ is triangular. The second, because V ar(A′ix) \ {u0} = {u1, . . . , ul}.
So, σ is a unifier of A′x
?
=ACUN B
′y and it is easy to prove, that it is one
of ΓACUN. It is easy to see that σ respects the linear ordering < and that
variables in C stay unassigned. So, σ is a unifier of (ΓACUN, <, C).




′y, too. By (a), we know that σ := unify ACUN(ΓACUN, <
, C) is a unifier of (ΓACUN, <, C), too. We prove uσθ =ACUN uθ for each
variable u by induction on <.
Let u be the least variable according to <. If uσ = u, we are finished.
Otherwise, line 9 was reached at some round i with u = max< V ar(A
′
ix).
So, A′ix = u and uσ = B
′
iy and therefore





Now, consider an arbitrary variable u and assume vσθ =ACUN vθ for all
variables v < u. If uσ = u, we are finished. Otherwise, line 9 was reached

































We have proved that σ is more general than θ.
This proves Lemma 14 and additionally that unify ACUN produces a most
general ACUN-unifier.
Lemma 16. Suppose σ is an mgu of (ΓACUN, <, C). Then σ is already an
mgu of ΓACUN.
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Proof. At first we prove the lemma for the mgu σ of (ΓACUN, <, C) re-
turned by algorithm unify ACUN. Consider θ ∈ UACUN(ΓACUN). We prove
uσθ =ACUN uθ for each variable u by induction on <.
Let u be the least variable according to <. If uσ = u, we are finished.
Otherwise, line 5 in Step 4 of the algorithm would be reached with some i
and u = max< V ar(A
′
ix). Since u is the least variable, A
′
ix = u. Assume















′y) implies uθ =ACUN 0θ = 0. By line 9, uσ = 0, so
uσθ = 0θ = 0 =ACUN uθ.
Now, consider an arbitrary variable u and assume vσθ =ACUN vθ for all
variables v < u. If uσ = u, we are finished. Otherwise, line 5 in Step 4
of the algorithm would be reached with some i and u = max< V ar(A
′
ix).
So, V ar(A′ix) 6= ∅ and u = max< V ar(A
′
ix) and (V ar(B
′














θ ∈ U(ΓACUN) = U(Ax
?



































=ACUN uσ, by def. in line 9
)
θ =ACUN uσθ.
Now, we consider an arbitrary mgu σ′ of (ΓACUN, <, C) and prove that
uσ′θ =ACUN uθ for each variable u. By Lemma 7 we have vσ
′σ =ACUN vσ for
each variable v, because σ′, as an mgu, is idempotent and σ′ ≤ACUN σ. It
follows from the above
uσ′θ =ACUN uσ
′(σθ) = (uσ′σ)θ =ACUN uσθ = uθ
for each variable u.
The next lemma follows by the definition of the combination of unifiers
(Definition 9), directly.
Lemma 17. Let <, V1, V2, σ1 and σ2 be like before and let σ = σ1 ¯ σ2.
Then xσ = xσ1σ and xσ = xσ2σ for all variables x.
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The following lemma basically shows that if σ1 and σ2 is more general
than σ′1 and σ
′
2, respectively, then also the combination of σ1 and σ2 is more
general than the one of σ′1 and σ
′
2 (under certain circumstances).
Lemma 18. Suppose V is a set of variables, E1 and E2 arbitrary equational




2 a partition of V , <
j a linear
ordering on V and σji an Ei-unifier of (Γi, <





i for all variables x. Then








Proof. Define E := E1 ∪ E2. We prove xσ
1σ2 =E xσ
2 for all variables x by
induction on <1.
Let x be minimal w.r.t. <1. If xσ1 = x, we are finished. Suppose x ∈ V 1i












2 Lemma 17=E xσ
2.
Now, consider an arbitrary variable x and assume yσ1σ2 =E yσ
2 for
all variables y <1 x. If xσ1 = x, we are finished. Suppose x ∈ V 1i with
i ∈ {0, 1}. Since σ1i satisfies the linear constant restriction <
1, y <1 x for


















2 Lemma 17=E xσ
2.




i for i = 1, 2 of the above theorem can be
abolished if we talk about idempotent unifiers, because by Lemma 7 these
preconditions are already met, if σ1i (i = 1, 2) are idempotent unifiers.
Lemma 18 is the key to optimize the variable identification step. It is
independent from the equational theories and might be useful in other im-
plementations of a combination method.
We have all parts together now, to prove the correctness of the algorithm.
Theorem 19. Every combined E-unifier returned by unif combi is an idem-
potent E-unifier of the original problem Γ.
Proof. Suppose σ is the result of unif combi for the given problem Γ. To
generate σ, the algorithm has chosen a variable identification, theory indices
and a linear ordering. These choices could be made by the general combina-
tion method (see Section 4) as well. So, σ could be returned by the general
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combination method and since this method produces only unifiers of Γ, σ is
an E-unifier of Γ.
By definition of σ, it is easy to see that σ is idempotent.
The more interesting theorem is the following.
Theorem 20. The set of combined E-unifier C returned by unif combi is
a complete set of E-unifiers of Γ.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that Estd is a unitary theory
and that the Estd-unification algorithm computes a most general unifier, not
a complete set of Estd-unifiers.
By the above theorem, we already have that C ⊆ UE(Γ). What is left to
show is that for each θ ∈ UE(Γ), we find a unifier in C which is more general
than θ. Since, the general combination method is correct, it suffices to show
that for each unifier θ returned by the general combination method, we find
a unifier in C which is more general than θ.
Consider the unifier θ = θstd¯θACUN, returned by the general combination
method by choosing the corresponding variable identification p, the linear
ordering < and theory indices Vstd and VACUN. So, θstd is a unifier of (Γstd ∪
p,<, VACUN) and θACUN is a unifier of (ΓACUN ∪ p,<, Vstd). With Γ ∪ p we
denote the problem Γ where the identification constraints of p are added, i.e.




(a) Our algorithm never reached the identification p (i.e. p is never chosen
in Step 3 of unif combi). Then either unification of Γstd failed or p was
marked in Step 7 of algorithm unif combi. The first is not possible,
since θstd is a unifier of Γstd. So, the latter has to be true. If p was
marked, then Step 7 was reached for some identification p′ ≤ p and the
call of process std unifier successfully returned a combined unifier
σ = σstd ¯ σACUN for some choices <
′, V ′std and V
′
ACUN.
Then, σstd is an mgu of Γstd∪p
′. Since, θstd ∈ Ustd(Γstd∪p) ⊆ Ustd(Γstd∪
p′), σstd is more general than θstd.
Also, σACUN is an mgu of (ΓACUN ∪ p
′, <, V ′std). By Lemma 16 it is al-
ready an mgu of ΓACUN ∪ p
′. Since, θACUN ∈ UACUN(ΓACUN ∪ p) ⊆
UACUN(ΓACUN ∪ p
′), σACUN is more general than θACUN.
Lemma 18 implies, σ is more general than θ.
(b) Our algorithm reaches the identification p. So, Step 3 of unif combi is
reached and p is chosen. We will show that the call of process std uni-
fier in Step 7 will return a unifier.
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Assume that process std unifier returns “No Solution”. Then by
definition of process std unifier all linear orderings <′, such that
(Γstd ∪ p,<
′) is unifiable, have been tried. Since, θstd solves (Γstd ∪ p,<
, VACUN) also < has been tried, i.e. process std unifier reached Step 4




ACUN is as large as possible (again by
definition of the algorithm). That means VACUN ⊆ V
′
ACUN and therefore
V ′std ⊆ Vstd. But, solving (ΓACUN, <, V
′
std) failed. This is a contradiction
to θACUN ∈ UACUN(ΓACUN, <, Vstd) ⊆ UACUN(ΓACUN, <, V
′
std).
So, process std unifier returned a unifier σ = σstd ¯ σACUN with σstd
mgu of Γstd ∪ p and σACUN mgu of (ΓACUN ∪ p,<
′, V ′std) for some choices
<′, V ′std and V
′
ACUN. With the same arguments as used in case (a), it
follows that σ is more general than θ.
8 Implementation Details and Benchmarks
Since the main task for this work was to actually implement an algorithm for
unification in the presence of the XOR operator, we will explain some details
of the implementation in this section. We also give some examples to show
that unification can often be done very fast but also to show that there are
inherent problems in some examples.
8.1 Implementation Details
Our algorithm has been implemented in the functional programming lan-
guage Objective Caml [12]. The choice of the programming language was
motivated by the following points:
• A main argument is that we already had a unification algorithm for the
standard theory, which was fully working and implemented in Objective
Caml. So, the combination of this algorithm and the combination
algorithm was very easy. We could also reuse data structures and a
lot of help functions, e.g. functions to turn terms into normal form.
• In order to limit the size of the substitutions we have to store terms
in a dag-structure (directed acyclic graph structure). Objective Caml
supports this naturally since it works with pointers on data structures
and only copies pointers, not the actual data structure.
• The functional concept includes powerful pattern matching. This makes
it very easy to traverse through terms and limits the size of the code.
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• A unification algorithm of the ACUN-theory is based on solving an
equational system modulo 2. Since Objective Caml also supports im-
perative programming it was easily possible to implement a Gaussian
elimination algorithm.
We want to mention some of the data structures used:
• A unifier, or a substitution, is represented by a list of pairs of variables
and terms. The pair (x, t) stands for x 7→ t in the substitution.
• To represent a partial ordering we used a list of pairs of a variable and
a list of variables. The meaning of (x, [y1, y2, . . . , yn]) in the partial
ordering is that it holds x < y1, x < y2, . . . , x < yn. The advantage
of this representation is that it is easy to obtain all successors for a
variable x. In this case the successors are {y1, y2, . . . , yn}. To check
if y must not be a subterm of x is then reduced to a test whether y
is an element of {y1, y2, . . . , yn} or not. A drawback is that one has
to be very careful by creating the partial ordering. Every transitive
dependency has to be resolved.
• A partition, like it is used for a variable identification, was simply
modeled by a list of a list of variables. For example [[x; y; z]; [u; v]; [w]]
represents the partition {{x, y, z}, {u, v}, {w}}. Of course, an empty
list must not exist, i.e. [. . . ; []; . . . ] is not allowed.
8.2 Tests
Table 1 and 2 summarizes some of our experimental results. It contains run-
times and sizes of complete sets of unifiers both with the optimization for
variable identification turned on and off. (The other optimizations are harder
to turn on and off in our implementation, which is why these optimization are
always turned on.) These results show that our unification algorithm runs ef-
ficiently on many benchmarks and that our optimizations indeed reduce both
runtime and size of complete sets unifiers. In fact, the size of the returned
set of unifiers in the optimized version was always minimal. (However, we
have no proof that this is always the case.)
Taking a closer look at Table 1, Problem 11 is motivated by a real secu-
rity protocol which employs the XOR operator, it occurs in Bull’s recursive
authentication protocol [14]. Interestingly, while our algorithm quickly re-
turns an mgu, the version of the algorithm with the optimization for variable
optimization turned off does not come back with a solution within 30 min-
utes. The two versions of the algorithm also perform very differently on the
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Table 1: Runtimes and sizes of complete sets of unifiers of sample unification
problems: “size” denotes the size of the returned complete set of unifiers; “vi
opt” stands for “variable identification optimization”; x, y, z, u are variables and
a, b, c, d, e are constants. Runtime tests obtained on a 1.5GHz Intel Pentium M
processor.








1 x ⊕ y
?
=E {y}a ⊕ b 0.1 1 0.2 2
2 x
?
=E 〈x ⊕ y, 〈x ⊕ z, y ⊕ z〉〉 0.2 1 1.0 5
3 x ⊕ a
?
=E {x ⊕ y}a 0.2 1 0.3 2
4 〈a ⊕ b, x〉
?
=E 〈x, a〉 0.1 0 0.1 0
5 〈a ⊕ y, x〉
?
=E 〈x, a〉 0.1 1 0.2 2
6 {〈x, 〈y, x ⊕ y〉〉}(z⊕u)−1
?
=E z 0.1 1 3.3 15
7 {〈x, 〈y, x ⊕ y〉〉}(z⊕a)−1
?
=E z 9.1 0 9.1 0
8 {〈x, 〈y, x ⊕ y〉〉}(z⊕u)−1
?
=E z ⊕ x 0.3 1 3.9 15
9 {〈x, 〈y, x ⊕ y〉〉}(z⊕a)−1
?
=E z ⊕ x 10.3 0 10.3 0
10 (x−1 ⊕ y)−1
?
=E y 0.1 1 0.4 3
11




{{{b ⊕ c}a ⊕ d}a ⊕ e}a〉〉
3.3 1 > 30 min
12 〈z, b〉
?
=E 〈a, b〉 ⊕ 〈x, 〈y, y〉〉
⊕ 〈c−1, 〈x−1, c〉〉
0.6 1 0.6 1
13 〈x, 〈z, 〈0, 0〉〉〉
?
=E
〈y−1, 〈a−1, 〈x ⊕ a, y ⊕ z〉〉〉
53.7 1 58.0 4
14 〈x, 〈z, x〉〉
?
=E
〈y−1, 〈a−1, a ⊕ y ⊕ z〉〉
0.5 2 0.7 4
15 〈x, a〉 ⊕ 〈y, a〉
?
=E 〈b, a〉 ⊕ 〈c, a〉 0.9 2 0.9 2
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Table 2: Runtimes and sizes of complete sets of unifiers of sample unification
problems: “size” denotes the size of the returned complete set of unifiers; “vi
opt” stands for “variable identification optimization”; x1, . . . , x10, y1, . . . , y10 are
variables. Runtime tests obtained on a 1.5 GHz Intel Pentium M processor.










=E 〈x1, y1〉 < 0.01 0 < 0.01 0
2 0
?
=E 〈x1, y1〉 ⊕ 〈x2, y2〉 < 0.01 1 < 0.01 1
3 0
?
=E 〈x1, y1〉 ⊕ . . . ⊕ 〈x3, y3〉 < 0.01 0 < 0.01 0
4 0
?
=E 〈x1, y1〉 ⊕ . . . ⊕ 〈x4, y4〉 < 0.01 3 < 0.01 4
5 0
?
=E 〈x1, y1〉 ⊕ . . . ⊕ 〈x5, y5〉 0.01 0 0.01 0
6 0
?
=E 〈x1, y1〉 ⊕ . . . ⊕ 〈x6, y6〉 0.04 15 0.04 31
7 0
?
=E 〈x1, y1〉 ⊕ . . . ⊕ 〈x7, y7〉 0.23 0 0.23 0
8 0
?
=E 〈x1, y1〉 ⊕ . . . ⊕ 〈x8, y8〉 1.74 105 1.53 379
9 0
?
=E 〈x1, y1〉 ⊕ . . . ⊕ 〈x9, y9〉 9.57 0 9.59 0
10 0
?
=E 〈x1, y1〉 ⊕ . . . ⊕ 〈x10, y10〉 239.71 945 70.68 6556
Problem 6 and 8. There is no difference in Problem 7 and 9 since this prob-
lem is not unifiable, and hence, the algorithm has to try all possible variable
identifications. Problem 13 is, compared to the other examples, so difficult
because a lot of variable identifications have to be done before the solution is
found. y and z have to be identified, as well as x and a (in fact a cannot be
identified with x because a is not a variable, but in the purification step a is
substituted by a new variable w and then x and w are identified). Because
of the use of the non-free ·−1 operator the choice of the theory indices step
also plays a role here and requires more computations.
The problems in Table 2 are only of theoretical interest, they typically
do not occur in applications, but illustrate the limitations of optimizations.
Note that the size of a minimal complete set of unifiers may be exponential
in the size of the unification problem.
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9 Conclusion
Motivated by the analysis of security protocols, we have presented a unifi-
cation algorithm for an equational theory including ACUN. Our algorithm
contains several optimizations which make use of the specific properties of the
equational theories at hand and performs well on practical examples, both
in terms of its runtime and the size of the complete set of unifiers returned.
As such, our algorithm is well-suited as a subprocedure in constraint solving
algorithms for security protocol analysis with XOR.
One enhancement that can be easily made and boosts the performance
if XOR terms are rare is the following: Instead of splitting and purifying
the given problem in the beginning, one could run the unification algorithm
of the standard theory first. If it encounters an XOR term it can still call
the combination algorithm. It also has to call the combination algorithm
if it tries to assign x a term t where x occurs in t in the context of the
XOR operator. Small problems like x
?
=E {a⊕y}k, which often occur during
constraint solving, can be handled much faster since no purification has to be
done. The algorithm will just assign the free variable x to the term {a⊕y}k.
Another example where this enhancement is very useful is the following.
Consider the problem 〈t1, t2〉
?
=E 〈t3, t4〉, where t1, . . . , t4 are arbitrary terms.
The standard algorithm will try to unify t1 with t2. If this fails there is no
hope that the original problem is solvable and it is unnecessary to look at t3
and t4.
One future direction is to incorporate other operators and their algebraic
properties into our algorithm, including important operators such as Diffie-
Hellman Exponentiation and RSA encryption. In [6, 7], it was shown that
fully automatic analysis of security protocols is also possible in presence of
such operators.
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A An ACUN-Unification Algorithm
The algorithm presented here can be used as the ACUN-unification algorithm
AACUN in Section 6. It basically uses Gaussian elimination in the field GF(2),
i.e. modulo 2.
Algorithm (unify ACUN).
Input: • a set of ACUN-equations ΓACUN = {0
?
=E t1, . . . , 0
?
=E tn},
• a partial ordering <po and
• a set of variables const, which have to be treated as constants.
Output: “No Solution” iff the unification problem (ΓACUN, <, const) is not
unifiable for any linear ordering < which extends <po. Otherwise an
mgu of (ΓACUN, <, const) for some linear ordering < which extends
<po and where (ΓACUN, <, const) is unifiable.
Step 1: Let V (ΓACUN) be the set of variables that appear in ΓACUN. Assume
that V (ΓACUN) \ const is {x1, . . . , xm} and that V (ΓACUN)∩ const is
{a1, . . . , al}.
ΓACUN is transformed into two matrices A and B. A and B have
both n rows, A has m and B has l columns. Each row represents
an equation in ΓACUN. If the variable xj occurs in ti then Ai,j := 1,
otherwise Ai,j := 0. Analogue, if the variable aj occurs in ti then




=E x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ a3,
0
?
=E x1 ⊕ x3 ⊕ a1 ⊕ a3,
0
?

















Step 2: The system (A|B) is transformed with Gaussian elimination into an
equivalent system (T |Q) where T is a triangular matrix. All numbers
are computed modulo 2, since the XOR operator is nilpotent.
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Step 3: Normally the system (T |Q) is now in solved form and a solution can
easily be computed. The case here is a little more difficult since we
have to respect the partial ordering <po.
If T contains an 0-row and the same row in Q is not 0, this system
has no solution and we return “No Solution”. As in the case without
a <po we start with the last row of T and assign a value to a variable
s.t. the <po is not violated. Then we proceed upwards and look at
the next row. If it is not possible to make an assignment to a variable
due to the restrictions in <po, we have to use backtracking and try
other assignments in the lower rows. If we have finally succeeded and
reached row one, we have found a unifier and return it. If we have
exhausted all possible assignments and could still not find a valid
unifier we return “No Solution”.
